
Valentine’s Day

"BE MINE," "OH BABY" and "HOT STUFF."

A: These are just some of the messages that you would find on a box of
candy hearts. You know the kind you get on Valentine's Day.

B: What if you got messages like this.

"MY HAG", "MY BUN", "FAN ME".

A: That sweet nothing comes from Janelle Shane from her computer at
least.

B: She's a research scientist who works with neural networks. These are
computer programs that learn by example.

A: Like facial recognition software or language translators.

B: So just for fun Janelle Shane feeds her program a data set with three
hundred and sixty actual candy heart messages. You know, "HOT STUFF",
"BE MINE" etc.

A: And the program generated its own candy a whole bunch more.

B: Prolific yes! Heart-warming maybe.

"LOVE BUN," "CUTE KISS" and "YOU ARE BABE." Some of those have
potential, but others were downright strange, like "BEAR WIG," "STANK
LOVE," "YOU ARE BAG," "SWEAT POO" and simply "FANG."

B: It's not just candy hearts. Janella Shane has run algorithms on other lists
too, like guinea pigs' names.

A: "POP CHOP", "FUZZABLE DEATH SNIFFS". Death sniffs the guinea
pig.

B: My guinea pigs will not be named that anytime soon. She also tried paint
swatch colours.

C: So it came up with a paint colour named "SHINKY BEAN". So it wasn't
any good at that either.
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B: Shane says that there was actually a point in asking a neural network to
take on all these odd tasks.

C: Part of my experiment is to poke at the edges of what they're good at
and what they're not good at. How much do they really know about the
problems they're trying to solve?

B: As for those crazy candy messages,  well Janelle Shane says it's too
late for this year, but it could become a thing.

C: I would be tended to print some out myself for next year or nothing else
and see what happens when I hand out a heart that says  'LOVE 2,000
HOGS, YEAH ",

Candy Heart Messages getting computer-generated optics are no help by
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https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2018/02/13/585449384/candy-heart-messages-getting-stale-computer-generated-options-are-no-help

